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Abstract 
This report presents the results of an archaeological excavation at the site of Cambusbeg West, Callander,                
Stirlingshire by Clyde Archaeology and Northlight Heritage. The work was carried out by volunteers from               
Callander’s Landscape from 25th to 28th October 2019 as part of a wider range of Landscape Partnership                 
archaeology and heritage projects. The site comprised a large mound with a bank, up to 6 m wide and up to                     
0.70 m high, partially running along its northern extent. It had been suggested this may relate to the remains                   
of a monumental Iron Age structure, excavation of which was designed to establish the chronology and                
character of archaeological remains.  
 
One trench (Trench 1), measuring 10 m by 1 m, was hand excavated to examine the main bank structure                   
potentially representing a massive wall construction. It revealed evidence for a probable collapsed inner wall               
face. A further ten smaller trenches, each measuring 1m by 1m, were excavated to target key research                 
questions. Overall the excavation revealed three phases of activity at the site. The first comprised the remains                 
of what appeared to be a circular monumental structure, likely dating to the late first millennia BC and / or                    
early first millennia AD. The second was a possible Medieval settlement, evident through a clay bonded stone                 
wall and a small assemblage of probable Medieval Pottery. The third comprised evidence of an 18th or late                  
19th century farmstead, during the construction of which the prehistoric enclosure had been remodelled.  
 
It is recommended that a further phase of archaeological investigation could be undertaken to clarify both the                 
structure and its immediate surroundings, which should be followed by post-excavation analysis, publication             
and archiving on the overall results of excavation at Cambusbeg West. 
 
The work is funded by National Heritage Lottery Fund and Historic Environment Scotland and forms part of the                  
Callander’s Landscape wider community archaeology project. 

 

 

 

Illus. 1; Team photo on final day of 2019 season, following backfilling. 
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Illus. 2; Site Location Plan. 
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1. Introduction 

 
1.1 

This report presents the results of an archaeological excavation at the site of Cambusbeg West, Callander,                

Stirlingshire by Clyde Archaeology and Northlight Heritage. The work was carried out on the 25th to 28th                 

October 2019 by volunteers with Callander’s Landscape. The subject of investigation was a large mound with a                 

bank, up to 6 m wide and up to 0.70 m high, partially running along its northern extent. It had been suggested                      

this may relate to the remains of a monumental Iron Age structure (NRHE No: NN60NE 49) (NGR NN 6550                   

0591). Eleven trenches were hand excavated to examine the possible structure, the results of which are                

presented herein. The work was carried out on behalf of the Callander’s Landscape and Callander Heritage                

Society.  It was funded by National Heritage Lottery Fund and Historic Environment Scotland. 

 

Project background 

 

1.2 

Callander Heritage Society, lead delivery partners in the Heritage theme of the CLP, had tentatively identified                

the site as a high-status Iron Age settlement, dating to around 100AD and potentially related (but not identical)                  

in form and architecture to brochs as seen at Coldoch (e.g. Graham 1951) and Torwood (e.g. Dundas 1868;                  

Hunter 1951). 

1.3 

The project hoped to establish what monument form and tradition the Cambusbeg West structure related to in                 

the context of a wider debate (e.g. Romankiewicz 2011). As such the main trench (Trench 1) was placed in                   

order to pick up key diagnostic features of a Broch (e.g. Armit 2003) and related wider traditions of monuments                   

such as duns, complex roundhouses and / or circular homesteads (e.g. Hingley et al 1997). If the site was a                    

Broch key diagnostic architectural features that could be encountered include: 

 

● inner and outer walls with cells or galleries between; 

● stairs; 

● scarcements; and 

● a low single entrance 

 

There was also potential that, as well as a high status Iron Age settlement of stone, there could also be other                     

phases / elements of timber structure potentially below (e.g. Main 1998) or adjacent to the upstanding site                 

which could be identified during excavation. Equally there was potential for infilled surrounding ditches,              

outworks and other stone structures in the vicinity. 

 

2. Location, Geology and Topography 

 
2.1 

The site of Cambusbeg West is located c. 2.5 km to the south-east of Callander at NGR: NN 6550 0591(Illus. 1).                     

It lies in a small clearing within dense commercial forestry and is covered in dense bracken. It is located on the                     

south facing slopes, at height of c. 100 m OD, overlooking the River Teith Valley. The ground in the clearing                    

falls north to south with a prominent, possibly partially glacial mound, at the northern end upon which the                  

main site under investigation is located. At the southern end of the clearing a spring emerges, called                 

Fountainhead. 

 

2.2 

The area surrounding Cambusbeg West comprises of Teith Sandstone Formation, a sedimentary bedrock which              

formed approximately 393 to 408 million years ago in the Devonian Period (BGS 2019). The superficial geology                 
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of the whole area is dominated by glacial deposits of Devensian Tills formed within the last 2 million years (BGS                    

2019). 

 

2.3 

The woodland forms part of Cambusmore Estate, parts of which are publically accessible and used frequently                

by dog walkers, but the clearing is currently difficult to access due to the forestry.  

 

3. Archaeological and Historical Context 
 

3.1 

A single unroofed building forming part of Fountain Head farmstead is present on the first edition Ordnance                 

Survey 6 inch to the mile map (1866, Sheet cxxiv). A natural spring is walled on three sides to the south of the                       

farmstead. Survey by the RCAHMS in 1992 noted that the later farmstead appeared to overlay an earlier oval                  

stone walled homestead. Although the western end of the homestead had been destroyed by the later                

farmstead enough remained to indicate it was of similar character to other homesteads recorded in the area. 

 

3.2 

The surviving remains of the potential homestead (Canmore ID: 73611) were described by RCAHMS as               

‘measuring at least 19.5m in length and 15m in breadth within rubble walls now spread to 4m in thickness and                    

standing up to 0.7m in height. There is an entrance at the slightly pointed ESE end.’ 

 

4. Summary Objectives 
 

The aims and objectives of the archaeological work at Cambusbeg West were to: 

● to better understand the nature, chronology and morphology of the site, in particular, is it a                

cognate form of Broch, through targeted onsite excavation and appropriate post-excavation           

analysis; 

● to afford professionally led training opportunities in surveying and excavation for local            

volunteers and wider audiences; 

● to provide engaging and educational experiences for local school pupils that align with the              

curriculum for excellence; and 

● to enhance the Historic Environment Record to aid future management decisions and            

interpretation whilst also increasing awareness of this potentially significant cultural heritage           

site at both a local and national level. 

 

5. Methodology 
 
5.1 

The excavation targeted the main structure with one larger trench (Trench 1) being placed to investigate the                 

large bank at the northern extent of the mound (Illus. 2). It was located to clarify the nature of construction                    

and chronology of the suggested Iron Age structures bank, in particular to establish if there is constructional                 

form to the bank with, for example, outer and / or inner wall faces or revetment stones potentially being                   

present. It also sought to characterise whether the core of the bank is substantially stone or whether there is                   

an earthen / turf component. It also aimed to clarify whether collapse / demolition deposits are present and to                   

what extent they may preserve in-situ archaeological deposits beneath them.  
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5.2 

Trenches 2 – 5 were placed to investigate the plateau area which would represent the interior of any structure.                   

The trenches were evenly spaced on the same orientation as Trench 1 to build up a picture of the profile of                     

deposits, clarify the extent to which the plateau may have been used during the occupation of the 19th century                   

Farmstead and what associated impacts on earlier archaeological deposits may have occurred. 

 

5.3 

Volunteers were involved in selecting the location of the remaining six trenches (Trenches 6-10) as a learning                 

and skills development exercise, with specific focus on the inter-relationships between archaeological            

observation and interpretation.  The locations selected by the volunteers and reasons were: 

 

● Trench 6 – to investigate where the post-Medieval longhouse structure had truncated the main bank. 

 

● Trench 7 – to investigate where the possible entrance and ramp may have been present. 

 

● Trench 8 – to investigate the character of deposits located below the southern scarp of the plateau. 

 

● Trench 9 – to investigate the character of deposits at the point where the main bank appeared                 

disturbed. 

 

● Trench 10 – to clarify the nature of the large stone in the interior and if it had been the focus of                      

activities. 

 

● Trench 11 – to establish whether any trace of the southern portion of the main bank survived. 

 
5.4 
Following completion of pre-excavation plans and photography of the excavation area, the trenches were              

de-turfed, topsoil was carefully removed by hand and stored separate from subsoil. Excavation then              

proceeded by hand. After removal of the topsoil the trench was recorded in plan at the first significant                  

archaeological horizon encountered. 

 
5.5 

All archaeological features and deposits were recorded by means of conventional pro forma record sheets.               

Scaled hand-drawn plans were made at a scale of 1:20 and sections at 1:10. All photography during the project                   

was done with high resolution digital SLR cameras. A photogrammetric model was made of trench one                

following the initial cleaning to reveal stonework. 

 

5.6 

Archaeological recording was by conventional pro forma sheets, scaled hand-drawn plans and sections at 1:20               

and 1:10 respectively and high resolution digital images. All trenches were accurately tied into the OS grid using                  

a Total Station. 

 

5.7 

The location and relative height of each find was recorded individually. 

 

5.8 
At the close of the excavation the trench was backfilled by hand with the soil returned to its original angle of                     
repose. 
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6. Results 
 

Trench 1 
 

6.1  

Trench 1 measured c. 10 m south west to north east by 1 m north west to south east (Illus. 2). Following the                       

removal of topsoil (001), the bank was revealed to comprise a dense deposit of sub-angular / sub rounded                  

cobbles (010), extending up to c 6 m in width (Illus. 4 & 5). To the south side of deposit (010) was mid-brown                       

silt clay (009), while to the north was a deposit of light brown grey silt clay (011). Partial excavation of deposits                     

009 and 011 revealed that they sealed further stone work relating to the bank which extended further to the                   

south (028) and north (029). The character of the stone revealed was, however, different from (010),                

comprising larger more slab like stones.  To the south these could clearly be seen to have tipped downwards  

 

 

Illus. 4; Trench 1 Photo after excavation of (100). 

 

6.2 

Excavation was then confined to the southern side to establish if a wall face or revetment was sealed beneath                   

the putative wall collapse (028, Illus. 6 & 7). This revealed further pitched stones at least six courses in depth.                    

However, due to the size of stones running into the section, it was not possible to remove sufficient stones to                    

establish if a wall face or revetment was present without extending the width of the trench, something that                  

was not possible in the available time. During the excavation of stone layer (010) a copper alloy object was                   

discovered (SF No: 11.) 
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Illus. 5; Trenches 1, 3, 5 and 11 Post-Excavation Plans. 
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Illus. 6; Detail of collapsed stone work [028]. 

 

 
 
 

Illus. 7; Trenches 1, 3 and 5 Section Drawings. 
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Trench 2  

 

6.3 

Trench 2 measured c. 1 m south-west to north-east by 1 m north-west to south-east (Illus.8).  Excavation of the 

topsoil (001) revealed a mid brown silt clay (003) which measured c 0.20 m in depth.  Below deposit (003) was a 

layer of stone (026), comprising small to medium sized sub-angular and sub-rounded cobbles. 

 

 

Illus. 8; Trench 2 Photo of stone (026) and slab (027). 

 

6.4 

Beneath 026, a large flat stone (027) was observed which could be structural in nature.  A sherd of possible 

Medieval ceramic (SF No: 2) was recovered from deposit (003). 
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Trench 3 

 

6.5  

Trench 3 measured c. 1 m south-west to north-east by 1 m north-west to south-east. Excavation of the topsoil                   

(001) revealed grey brown clay silt (002, Illus. 7) which measured c. 0.25 m in depth. Below deposit (002) was a                     

large flat stone, which upon further investigation was revealed to be part of a wall (012, Illus. 5& 9). The wall                     

was formed of flat slabs of sandstone, up to 0.15 m thick, and was revealed up to five courses of 0.28 m in                       

height: orange silt clay bonding was clearly visible between some of the stones. To the east of the wall face, a                     

deposit of loose sub angular slabs (024) was present beneath (002). The slabs (024) came down onto a mottled                   

orange / brown mixed sand clay deposit (015) which appears to relate to the collapse / demolition of (024).  

 

 

Illus. 9; Trench 3 Wall (012). 

Trench 4 

 

6.6  

Trench 4 measured c. 1 m south-west to north-east by 1 m north-west to south-east. Excavation of the topsoil                   

(001) revealed grey silt clay (004) which measured c 0.25 m in depth. Below deposit (004) a mixed grey / brown                     

clay silt deposit (020), with more stone inclusions, was present. Deposit (020) in turn sealed a mixed orange /                   

brown clay silt deposit (030). Two sherds of possible Medieval ceramic (SF No’s: 1 & 3) were recovered from                   

(020).  

 

Trench 5  

 

6.7 

Trench 5 measured 1 m south-west to north-east by 1 m north-west to south-east (Illus. 5). Excavation of the                   

topsoil (001) revealed a concentration of sub-angular and sub-rounded cobbles (013) which correlated with the               

bank visible on the surface. Excavation on the northern side of the bank showed that it extended further to the                    

north than that visible on the surface and, at a depth of c. 0.10 m, larger stones were present (Illus. 7) which                      

appear to be an interior facing. To the north of the bank (013) was a deposit of grey brown silt clay with                      
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frequent sub-rounded and angular cobbles present (014). In one case a flat slab could be seen pitching                 

vertically down in front of the facings stone, suggesting that it had fallen into a space below when bank / wall                     

was being dismantled. 

 

Trench 6 

 

6.8 

Trench 6 measured c. 1 m south-east to north-west by c. 1 m south-west to north-east. Excavation of the                   

topsoil (001) revealed large sub-angular stones (005), which probably represented the corner of the rectangular               

post-Medieval structure. To the east of stones (005) was a concentration of loose sub rounded to sub angular                  

cobbles (006), which sealed in turn more compacted deposits of sub rounded to sub angular cobbles (016 &                  

017). The level of these cobbles stepped down, potentially representing where the main bank had been cut                 

into prior to construction of the rectangular post-Medieval structure. 

 

Trench 7 

 

6.9 

Trench 7 measured c. 1 m north to south by c. 1 m east to west. Excavation of the topsoil (001) revealed large                       

sub-angular and sub-rounded boulder sized stones (007), with smaller sub-angular to sub-rounded cobble sized              

stones, across the trench. The larger boulder sized stones were more concentrated on the west side of the                  

trench.  

 

Trench 8 

 

6.10 

Trench 8 measured 1 m south-west to north-east by 1 m north-west to south-east. Excavation of the topsoil                  

(001) revealed a loose mid brown silt clay with a concentration of sub-angular and sub-rounded cobbles (008)                 

to the north side. Within the deposit was discovered seven sherds of possible Medieval ceramic (SF Nos: 4, 9,                   

10 & 12). 

 

Trench 9 

 

6.11 

Trench 9 measured c. 1 m south-east to north-west by c. 1 m south-west to north-east (Illus. 9). Excavation of                    

the topsoil (001) revealed a dense layer of sub-angular to sub-rounded cobbles (025) across the trench. While                 

the profile across the trench had the appearance of being stepped, there was no evidence of a wall face, and is                     

more likely to be a result of robbing of the main bank. 

 

Trench 10 

 

6.12 

Trench 10 measured 1 m south-west to north-east by 1 m north-west to south-east. Excavation of the topsoil                  

(001) revealed a mid brown clay silt with frequent sub-angular cobbles (019) across the trench. The stone                 

appeared to be concentrated against the face of the large conglomerate stone. One possible sherd of later                 

prehistoric pottery was recovered from 019 (SF No: 7), as was sherd of possible Medieval pottery (SF No: 8). 
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Illus. 10; Trench 9 Photo of stones (025). 

 

Trench 11 

 

6.13  

Trench 11 measured 1 m south-west to north-east by 1 m north-west to south-east. Excavation of the topsoil                  

(001) revealed large stones (022) running broadly east to west across the trench. The stones (022) were                 

exposed to a depth of 0.20 m and clearly extended deeper, with up to three courses of an apparent wall face                     

visible. The upper courses of the wall face stones (022) had clearly tipped down slope to the south (Illus. 5). To                     

the south of the wall face (022) was dark grey / brown silt clay with moderate sub-angular cobbles (023) which                    

may represent the remnants of the core to stone faced bank. To the north of the wall face (022) was firm grey                      

brown silt clay (021) with occasional sub-rounded and sub-angular cobbles.  

 

 

Illus.11; Trench 11 Wall face (022). 
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7. Discussion 
 

A Medieval and Later Rural Settlement 
 

7.1  

Prior to excavation there were known to be the remains of a post Medieval rural settlement, as evident from                   

the unroofed building marked on the 1st Edition Ordnance survey map and RCAHMS account of two rectangular                 

buildings being present on the site. One of these buildings was present in Trench 6 and its construction had                   

clearly truncated the main enclosure bank. This process of truncation of the main bank was also evident at its                   

east end in Trench 7. Along the southern edge of the upper break of slope of the southern scarp were a series                      

of shallow surface scoops. The results from Trench 5 and 11 also confirm that a larger bank, with suggestions                   

of an inner wall face, had been scalped along this southern edge. It is possible that the remodelling of the site                     

which comprised this truncation and reduction of the main bank structure took place in the 18th and / or early                    

19th century. The deposits within Trench 8, which appeared to be disturbed material from up slope, would also                  

correlate well with this suggested phase of activity. It is notable that there were seven sherds of possible                  

Medieval pottery found mixed within these deposits and may originally have come from activity upslope. The                

presence of sherds of possible Medieval ceramics from three other trenches in the interior of the main bank                  

supports this suggestion. 

 

7.2 

A layer of broken stone is present in the interior of the enclosure, as evident by deposits (020, 026 & 019).                     

These clearly sealed larger stone slabs (027 & 012), which in one case upon further investigation represented                 

the upper part of clay bonded stone wall. It can be suggested, therefore, that a phase of Medieval settlement                   

may have reused the earlier structure, with building(s) potentially situated in the earlier main bank enclosure.  

 

The Main Structure 

 

7.3 

Excavation in Trench 1 revealed that there are the remains of a wide stone banked enclosure, the core of which                    

probably measures c. 3 m wide. The presence of layers of collapsed stones (027) suggests that it may have had                    

a dry stone constructed wall face of some depth. The presence in Trenches 5 and 11 of a robbed out,                    

potentially faced bank, supports this hypothesis and confirms it had an interior diameter of c. 16 m north to                   

south. That it was sub-circular or oval in overall form is not definitively established but the appearance of an                   

originally oval structure, as previously suggested, could be the result of later phases of reuse and remodelling. 

 

Nature of the structure and its wider context 

 

7.4  

The evidence is that the main structure is similar in character to other sites dating to the late 1st millennium AD                     

or early 1st millennium BC, with monumental banks faced with walls and / or revetments. There is insufficient                  

evidence to conclude definitively whether this was a monumental roundhouse or an example of a lowland                

Broch. However, in contrast, some of the lowland Brochs appear smaller diameter than Cambusbeg West, for                

example Tapoch Broch (e.g. Dundas 1868; Hunter 1951) having an interior diameter of c. 10 m or Coldoch (e.g.                   

Graham 1951) with an interior diameter of c. 9 m. Rather, Cambusbeg West is of comparable size and potential                   

similar construction to Aldclune (Site 1) (Hingley et al 1997). 

 

7.5 

The evidence for a Roman presence in the vicinity, such as the coin from Nero found nearby and the alleged                    

Roman Road (NRHE No: NN60NW 128) should also be noted. They both may relate to the presence Bochastle                  
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Roman Fort (NRHE No: NN60NW 17) dating to the 1st century AD. It is interesting that the Aldclune sites began                    

construction in the first century AD and continued into the second and third centuries AD. It would be useful to                    

establish the date of the main structure at Cambusbeg West which could have represented a response to the                  

Roman presence in the area.  

 

7.6 

Discovery and excavation of the structure at Cambusbeg West may, on balance, be an important contribution                

to wider research on the character of Iron Age settlement in lowland Scotland (Carruthers & Hunter 2012) and                  

also to Medieval and Later Rural Settlement studies (Hall & Price 2012, 32 - 41). 

 

8. Recommendations 

 

Further excavation 
 

8.1  

In light of the significance of the site (with its multiple phases of reuse and potential for good preservation of                    

Iron Age and structural elements) and the limited extent of archaeological investigations undertaken it is               

recommended that further targeted investigation of the site may be appropriate to answer several key               

research questions of form and function of the earlier structure. 

 

Site Management and Enhancement 

 

8.2  

The results of excavation confirmed that the dense bracken coverage had created significant disturbance of               

archaeological deposits. Ongoing conservation management of the site should explore how bracken growth             

can be minimised. There is also a long term need for ongoing tree management and potential for additional site                   

enhancements. 

 

Post Excavation Analysis, Dissemination and Archiving 

 

8.3  

Due to the results of excavation revealing the importance of the site it is recommended that, following any                  

future phases of investigation, a full costed Post-Excavation Research Design is produced detailing the types of                

analysis, forms of dissemination and archiving and finds disposal processes. 

 

8.4 

In the interim it is recommended that the small assemblage of pottery and metal artefact be analysed and                  

reported on by appropriate specialists. 

 

8.5 

It is also recommended that an interim short note(s) on the results of the project to date and any further                    

artefact analysis be written for publication in Current Archaeology and /or History Scotland. If further phases of                 

investigation take place an academic publication may be appropriate. 

 

8.6 

Please note these recommendations are for guidance only and should be discussed with the Local Authority                

Archaeologist and Landowner prior to any additional archaeological activities taking place. 
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10. Appendices 

 

APPENDIX 1: Tables / Concordances 

 

Table 1: Context Information 

Context 
No. 

Location Type Description 

1 All Deposit Organic topsoil spread across the whole site. Contains frequent bracken 
roots. 

2 Tr 3 Deposit Grey/brown clay silt lying beneath the topsoil. Firm. Contains a moderate 
amount of sub-angular pebble and small cobble inclusions along with some 
bracken roots. Possibly built up during the post medieval period and relating 
to the use of the farmstead. 

3 Tr 2 Deposit Mid-brown silt clay lying beneath the topsoil. Friable. Contains an occasional 
amount of sub-angular pebble and small cobble inclusions along with some 
bracken roots. Possibly built up during the post medieval period and relating 
to the use of the farmstead. 

4 Tr 4 Deposit Firm grey silt clay lying beneath the topsoil. Contains an occasional amount 
of sub-angular pebble and small cobble inclusions along with some bracken 
roots. Possibly built up during the post medieval period and relating to the 
use of the farmstead. Overlies a similar but more stoney deposit (020). 

5 Tr 6 Structure Possible corner of farmstead protruding slightly into Trench 6. Comprises one 
large conglomerate stone. Not excavated further, therefore, its true 
character and origin remain unclear. 

6 Tr 6 Deposit Concentration of sub-rounded and sub-angular small cobbles within a slight 
silt clay matrix. Although firmly compact the stones were looser than those 
beneath  (017) and either side (005 & 016). Possible collapse from adjacent 
farmstead or bank. Stones abut possible farmstead (005). 

7 Tr 7 Deposit Concentration of sub-rounded and sub-angular small cobbles within a slight 
silt clay matrix. Although firmly compact the stones were looser than those 
beneath  (017) and either side (005 & 016). Possible collapse from adjacent 
farmstead or bank. Stones abutt possible farmstead (005). 

8 Tr 8 Deposit Loose to firm mid-brown silty clay containing occasional sub-angular and 
sub-rounded pebble and cobble inclusions. 0.3m of the deposit was 
excavated but the base was not reached. This deposit likely represents 
material either pushed off or tumbled down from the leveller area at the top 
of the scarp. 

9 Tr 1 Deposit Firm mid-brown silt clay with occasional sub-angular and sub-rounded 
pebble and cobble inclusions. Not excavated, therefore, extents and depth 
remain unknown. Appears to overlie stone layer (010) forming the upper part 
of the adjacent bank and likely corresponds to (002-004) found in trenches to 
the south suggesting it formed during the post medieval period and relates 
to the use of the farmstead. 

10 Tr 1 Deposit Dense deposit of sub-angular & occasional sub-rounded cobbles in a slight 
clay silt matrix. It forms a covering up to 0.1m deep over the large bank and 
lies immediately beneath the topsoil. This layer also appears to lie over 
collapsed wall material (028 & 029) and could either relate to the former wall 
or to post-medieval clearance relating to the farmstead. Its uniform nature 
may suggest the latter is more likely. 

11 Tr 1 Deposit Firm light-brown/grey silt clay with occasional sub-angular and sub-rounded 
pebble and cobble inclusions. Only partially excavated, therefore, extents 
and depth remain unknown. Overlies stone layer (010) that forms the upper 
part of the adjacent bank. Its light colour may be due to leaching and it 
appears relatively sterile. 
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Context 
No. 

Location Type Description 

12 Tr 3 Structure Broadly north to south orientated wall face partially uncovered within Trench 
3. Western extent and depth not revealed.  Formed from thin slabs of 
sandstone c. 0.02-0.03m thick with one larger piece lying on top up to 0.15m 
thick. Faint traces of a possible clay bonding may be present in adjacent 
mixed deposit (015). Overall the wall was revealed to 0.28m in height 
although may have slightly slumped to the west and had been truncated at 
the southern end of the trench. Context 002 clearly overlies the wall. It 
seems likely that this pre-dates the farmstead but it is unclear whether it 
relates to medieval or earlier activity. 

13 Tr 5 Structure A concentration of sub-angular and sub-rounded cobbles (many with flat 
surfaces) within a slight silt clay matrix. Forms a bank running around the top 
of the scarp and may relate to collapsed wall remains. One large stone visible 
in the base of the trench may relate to the wall face while a vertical slumped 
stone lies next to this. 

14 Tr 5 Deposit Firm grey/brown silt clay with occasional sub-rounded and sub-angular 
cobbles possibly originating from adjacent stone bank/possible wall. The 
deposit was not fully excavated, therefore, its extent and depth remain 
unknown but it clearly lay on the inside face of the bank/possible wall (012). 

15 Tr 3 Deposit Orange/brown mixed sand clay deposit containing patches of denser orange 
clay/sand possible representing bonding from the wall. Occasional 
sub-angular and sub-rounded pebble inclusions. Although not excavated it 
appears to abutt wall (012) and may relate to the collapse of the structure 
the wall represents. It underlies deposit (002). 

16 Tr 6 Deposit Concentration of sub-rounded and sub-angular cobbles in a slight clay silt 
matrix and forming the edge of large stone bank protruding slightly into the 
eastern side of the trench. Not excavated. Possibly truncated by the adjacent 
farmstead (005). 

17 Tr 6 Deposit Concentration of sub-rounded and sub-angular cobbles in a slight clay silt 
matrix forming the base of the trench. Not excavated, therefore it was not 
clear whether this lay beneath the stone bank (016) and/or the Farmstead 
(005). 

18 Tr 6 Deposit Compact sand clay with moderate fine gravel inclusions. Present in a small 
area at the far southern extent of the trench. Although not excavated it 
appeared to lie under stone bank (006) but could also conceivably be part of 
stone material slumping down the bank. 

19 Tr 10 Deposit Lying immediately below the topsoil it comprised a mid-brown silty clay 
containing frequent sub-angular small cobbles along with frequent bracken 
roots. Some of the stone appeared concentrated against the large lump of 
conglomerate that formed the south-western side of the trench. Not 
excavated, therefore its extent and depth remain unknown and the base of 
the large conglomerate boulder was not revealed. 

20 Tr 4 Deposit Mixed grey/brown clay silt lying beneath (004). Similar composition to (004) 
but contains more of sub-angular pebble and small cobble inclusions and less 
bracken roots. It is unclear whether this deposit relates to the farmstead or a 
disturbed layer corresponding the wall (012) found in Trench 3 immediately 
to the north. 

21 Tr 11 Deposit Firm grey/brown silt clay with occasional sub-rounded and sub-angular 
cobbles possibly originating from adjacent wall (022). The deposit was not 
fully excavated, therefore, its extent and depth remain unknown but it 
clearly lay on the inside face of the wall (022). 

22 Tr 11 Structure Broadly east to west orientated slumped wall face formed from flat 
sub-angular and sub-rounded large cobbles. Only partially revealed to 0.2m 
depth on the northern edge of the trench but it clearly continued beyond the 
limit of excavation.  
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Context 
No. 

Location Type Description 

23 Tr 11 Deposit Moderately frequent small and medium sized sub-angular and sub-rounded 
cobbles in a firm dark grey/brown silt clay matrix lying on the outside edge of 
wall face (022) and likely forming the truncated and robbed remains of a 
rubble wall core.  

24 Tr 3 Deposit Concentration of loose and flat sub-angular cobbles, many with flat surfaces 
and lying at steep or near vertical angles on the south-eastern side of the 
trench. It is unclear whether this concentration of stone formed part of (002) 
or underlay it but it appears to relate to a distinct episode of wall collapse or 
disturbance possibly from the adjacent wall (012). 

25 Tr 9 Deposit Concentration of dense sub-angular and sub-rounded cobbles forming the 
westernmost bank of the two banks visible in this area and also spread out 
across the dip between them. The stone of the bank and that comprising the 
dip could not be distinguished and it may be they relate to one deposit of 
stone mounded on one side possibly over an old wall line. It is also feasible 
some of this stone has been deposited or disturbed during use of the 
farmstead. Not excavated. 

26 Tr 2 Deposit Thin spread of small to medium sized sub-angular and sub-rounded cobbles 
spread evenly across the base of the trench. They do not give the impression 
that they ever related to a smooth surface but they were uniform across the 
trench only 1-2 stones in depth. In a slight silt clay matrix likely originating 
from (003) above and appear to lie on much larger boulders or bedrock just 
beneath. Only excavated in one small portion of the trench. 

27 Tr 2 Deposit Large flat stone only partially revealed in the base of the trench lying beneath 
stone layer (026). It is unclear whether this relates to structural remains or 
the upper parts of the bedrock. 

28 Tr 1 Deposit Concentration of large sub-angular and sub-rounded cobbles and small 
boulders that were partially excavated beneath smaller stone layer (010) on 
the southern side of the large bank. Stones lay within a silt clay matix. Many 
have flat faces and lie at a significant angle suggesting slumping/collapse off 
a nearby wall. The faint traces of more in-situ stones found at the end of the 
excavation suggested a possible wall face although this was not confirmed. 

29 Tr 1 Deposit Concentration of large sub-angular and sub-rounded cobbles and small 
boulders that were partially excavated beneath smaller stone layer (010) on 
the northern side of the large bank. Stones lay within a silt clay matix. Many 
had flat faces and lay at significant angles suggesting slumping/collapse off a 
nearby wall. Very similar to 028 on southern side but the stones were smaller 
and less of the deposit was excavated. 

30 Tr 4 Deposit Orange/brown mixed silt clay deposit containing fine sands and patches of 
denser orange clay/sand similar to that found in (015) in Trench 3. Not 
excavated and formed the base of the trench. It was not clear whether a 
single large boulder at the edge of the trench lay within this deposit or 
beneath it. 

 
Table 2: Digital Photographs 

Photo 
No. 

Area/ 
Trench 

Context No. Description From 
(Compass) 

1 Tr 1 001 Pre-excavation NE 
2 Tr 1 001 Pre-excavation SW 
3 Tr 1 001 Pre-excavation W 
4 Tr 1 001 Working shot - deturfing E 
5 Tr 1 001 & 010 Working shot - initial clean S 
6 Tr 1 001 & 010 Working shot - initial clean SW 
7 Tr 1 001 & 010 Working shot - initial clean SW 
8 Tr 1 001 & 010 Working shot - initial clean N 
9 Tr 1 001 & 010 Working shot - initial clean E 
10 Tr 2-5 001 Pre-excavation N 
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Photo 
No. 

Area/ 
Trench 

Context No. Description From 
(Compass) 

11 Tr 2-5 001 Pre-excavation NW 
12 Tr 1 n/a Working shot from a distance W 
13 Tr 1 n/a Working shot from a distance SW 
14 Tr 2-5 001 Pre-excavation NE 
15 Tr 5 001 & 013 Working shot - initial clean NW 
16 Tr 1 001 & 010 Working shot - initial clean SW 
17 Tr 1 001 & 010 Working shot - initial clean SW 
18 Tr 1 001, 009 & 010 After removal of topsoil - southern end of trench SW 
19 Tr 1 001 & 010 After removal of topsoil - middle of trench S 
20 Tr 1 001 & 010 After removal of topsoil - middle of trench SW 
21 Tr 1 001 & 010 After removal of topsoil - middle of trench E 
22 Tr 1 001, 010 & 011 After removal of topsoil - northern end of trench NE 
23 Tr 1 001, 010 & 011 After removal of topsoil - northern end of trench NE 
24 Tr 1 001, 009 & 010 After removal of topsoil - southern end of trench S 
25 Tr 1 001, 009 & 010 After removal of topsoil - southern end of trench SW 
26 Tr 1 001, 010 & 011 After removal of topsoil - northern end of trench N 
27 Tr 6 001 Pre-excavation W 
28 Tr 7 001 Pre-excavation SW 
29 Tr 8 001 Pre-excavation SE 
30 Tr 3 001 & 002 After removal of topsoil E 
31 Tr 2 001 & 003 After removal of topsoil SE 
32 Tr 4 001 & 004 After removal of topsoil SE 
33 n/a n/a Strange shadows n/a 
34 n/a n/a Strange shadows n/a 
35 Tr 6 005 & 006 Possible corner of farmstead and stone bank after 

removal of topsoil 
NW 

36 Tr 6 005 & 006 Possible corner of farmstead and stone bank after 
removal of topsoil 

SW 

37 Tr 8 001 & 008 After removal of topsoil SE 
38 Tr 7 001 & 007 After removal of topsoil S 
39 Tr 5 001, 013 & 014 After removal of topsoil SE 
40 Tr 10 001 Pre-excavation NE 
41 Tr 10 001 Pre-excavation E 
42 Tr 3 001 & 012 After removal of topsoil & part of 002 SE 
43 Tr 3 001 & 012 After removal of topsoil & part of 002 NW 
44 Tr 6 001 & 016-018 After removal of loose stone 006 NW 
45 Tr 6 001 & 016-018 After removal of loose stone 006 SW 
46 Tr 6 n/a Working shot - excavation & recording SW 
47 Tr 1 n/a Working shot - excavation & recording SW 
48 Tr 8 n/a Working shot - excavation & recording SE 
49 Tr 10 n/a Working shot - excavation & recording N 
50 Tr 5 n/a Working shot - excavation & recording NE 
51 Tr 7 n/a Working shot - excavation & recording SE 
52 Tr 7 001 & 007 After removal of topsoil SW 
53 Tr 8 001 & 008 Context 008 mid-excavation SW 
54 Tr 4 001, 004 & 020 After removal of 004 SW 
55 Tr 4 001, 004 & 020 After removal of 004 SE 
56 Tr 1 001, 009 & 010 Mid-excavation southern end of trench SW 
57 Tr 1 001, 009 & 010 Mid-excavation southern end of trench S 
58 Tr 1 001, 010 & 011 Mid-excavation northern end of trench NE 
59 Tr 1 001, 010 & 011 Mid-excavation northern end of trench N 
60 Tr 11 001 & 021-023 After removal of topsoil S 
61 Tr 3 001, 002, 012 & 

015 
 

Wall 012 after removal of 002 SE 
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Photo 
No. 

Area/ 
Trench 

Context No. Description From 
(Compass) 

62 Tr 3 001, 002, 012 & 
015 

Wall 012 after removal of 002 SE 

63 Tr 3 001, 002, 012 & 
015 

Wall 012 after removal of 002 SE 

64 Tr 9 001 & 025 After removal of topsoil S 
65 Tr 9 001 & 025 After removal of topsoil E 
66 Tr 9 001 & 025 After removal of topsoil SE 
67 Tr 2 001, 003, 026 & 

027 
Post-excavation SW 

68 Tr 2 001, 003, 026 & 
027 

Post-excavation NW 

69 Tr 3 001, 002, 012 & 
015 

Post-excavation SE 

70 Tr 3 001, 002, 012 & 
015 

Post-excavation SE 

71 Tr 3 001, 002, 012 & 
015 

Post-excavation SE 

72 Tr 3 001, 002, 012 & 
015 

Post-excavation S 

73 Tr 11 001 & 021-023 Post-excavation S 
74 Tr 11 001 & 021-023 Post-excavation E 
75 Tr 11 001 & 021-023 Post-excavation N 
76 Tr 11 001 & 021-023 Post-excavation W 
77 Tr 1 001, 009 & 028 Post-excavation SW 
78 Tr 1 001, 009 & 028 Post-excavation SE 
79 Tr 1 001, 009 & 028 Post-excavation SE 
80 Tr 1 001, 0011 & 029 Post-excavation NW 
81 Tr 1 001, 0011 & 029 Post-excavation N 
82 Tr 1 001, 0011 & 029 Post-excavation NW 
83 Tr 8 001 & 008 Post-excavation SW 
84 Tr 8 001 & 008 Post-excavation SW 
85 Tr 8 001 & 008 Post-excavation SE 
86 Tr 10 001 & 019 Post-excavation SE 
87 Tr 10 001 & 019 Post-excavation SW 
88 Tr 10 001 & 019 Post-excavation NW 
89 Tr 10 001 & 019 Post-excavation NE 
90 Tr 10 n/a Southwestern face of possible conglomerate on 

southwestern edge of Tr 10 
W 

91 Tr 1 001, 009 & 028 South-east facing section through 028 - poor light 
conditions 

SE 

92 Tr 1 001, 009 & 028 South-east facing section through 028 SE 
93 Tr 1 001, 009 & 028 South-east facing section through 028 SE 
94 Tr 1 001, 009 & 028 South-east facing section through 028 SE 
95 Tr 1 n/a After trench reinstatement SW 
96 Tr 1 n/a After trench reinstatement SE 
97 Tr 8 n/a After trench reinstatement S 
98 n/a n/a After trench reinstatement SE 
99 n/a n/a After trench reinstatement SE 
100 Tr 1-4 n/a After trench reinstatement SW 
101 n/a n/a Team photo on last day n/a 
102 n/a n/a Team photo on last day n/a 
103 n/a n/a Team photo on last day n/a 
104 n/a n/a Team photo on last day n/a 
105 n/a n/a Team photo on last day n/a 
106 n/a n/a Team photo on last day n/a 
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Table 3: Drawings 

Drawing 
No. 

Sheet 
No. 

Area Contexts Subject Scale 

1 1 Tr 1 009-011 Pre-excavation plan 1:20 

2 2 Tr 1 009-011, 028 
& 029 

Mid-excavation plan 1:20 

3 3 Tr 3 012, 015 & 
024 

Pre-excavation plan 1:20 

4 4 Tr 5 013 & 014 Pre-excavation plan 1:20 

5 5 Tr 5 013 Post-excavation plan 1:20 

6 4 Tr 5 001 & 014 West facing section 1:20 

7 3 Tr 3 001, 002, 012 
& 015 

South facing section 1:10 

8 3 Tr 3 012, 015 & 
024 

Post-excavation plan 1:20 

9 3 Tr 4 004, 020 & 
030 

South facing section 1:10 

10 5 Tr 4 004, 020 & 
030 

Post-excavation plan 1:20 

11 6 Tr 9 025 Post-excavation plan 1:20 

12 1 Tr 4 004 Mid-excavation showing location of SF 1 1:20 

13 7 Tr 2 026 & 027 Post-excavation plan 1:20 

14 8 Tr 1 009-011, 028 
& 029 

Post-excavation plan 1:20 

15 9 Tr 8 001 & 008 East facing section 1:10 

16 9 Tr 8 001 & 008 South facing section 1:10 

17 10 Tr 10 019 Post-excavation plan 1:20 

18 10 Tr 11 021-023 Post-excavation plan 1:20 

19 11 Tr 6 005, 006 & 
016 

Pre-excavation plan 1:20 

20 11 Tr 6 005 & 
016-018 

Post-excavation plan 1:20 

21 11 Tr 6 001, 005 & 
017 

East facing section 1:10 

22 11 Tr 7 007 Post-excavation plan 1:20 

23 11 Tr 8 008 Post-excavation plan 1:20 

24 11 Tr 11 021-023 Pre-excavation plan 1:20 

25 12 Tr 1 001, 009, 010 
& 028 

South-east facing section 1:10 
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Table 4: Finds 

Find 
No. 

Context 
No. 

Area No. of 
Pieces 

Material Type Description 

1 004 Tr 4 1 Ceramic Green Glaze Small body sherd 
2 003 Tr 2 1 Ceramic Green Glaze Small body sherd 
3 004 Tr 4 1 Ceramic Red Ware 

(possible) 
Possible sheared face off 
body sherd 

4 008 Tr 8 4 Ceramic Green Glaze Body Sherds 
5 006 Tr 6 1 Stone Worked 

(possible) 
Large chunk of possibly 
worked and broken stone 

6 003 Tr 2 1 Slate n/a Small square - kept because 
no other slate was 
uncovered and it had a 
regular shape 

7 019 Tr 10 1 Ceramic 
(possible) 

Prehistoric 
(possible) 

Possible small body sherd. 
Material appears more like 
sandstone but it has a 
distinctive red outer skin 
and occasional darker 
interior similar to 
prehistoric pottery 

8 019 Tr 10 1 Ceramic Red Ware 
(possible) 

Small body sherd with faint 
traces of red glaze 

9 008 Tr 8 1 Ceramic Green Glaze Base sherd 
10 008 Tr 8 1 Ceramic Green Glaze Body sherd with possible 

incised decoration 
11 010 Tr 1 1 Metal Cu Alloy Buckled piece of Cu Alloy 
12 008 Tr 8 1 Ceramic Red Ware 

(possible) 
Possible sheared face off 
small body sherd 

 
Table 5: Samples 
 

NB No samples were taken due to unsuitability of deposits encountered. 
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APPENDIX 2: DES 

LOCAL AUTHORITY: Stirlingshire 

PROJECT TITLE/SITE NAME:  Cambusbeg West 

PROJECT CODE: 6 

PARISH:  Callander 

NAME OF CONTRIBUTOR:  Gavin MacGregor & David Sneddon 

NAME OF ORGANISATION:  Northlight Heritage / Clyde Archaeology 

TYPE(S) OF PROJECT: Excavation 

NMRS NO(S):  NN60NE 49 

SITE/MONUMENT TYPE(S):  Iron Age Settlement; Medieval Building; Post Medieval Building 

SIGNIFICANT FINDS:  Medieval Residence 

NGR (2 letters, 8 or 10 figures) NN 6550 0591 

START DATE (this season) 25th October 2019 

END DATE (this season) 28th October 2019 

PREVIOUS WORK (incl. DES ref.) None known 

MAIN (NARRATIVE) 

DESCRIPTION:  

(May include information from 

other fields) 

 

The site comprised a large mound with a bank, up to 6 m wide and up to 0.70                  
m high, partially running along its northern extent. It had been suggested this             
may relate to the remains of a monumental Iron Age structure, excavation of             
which designed to establish the chronology and character of archaeological          
remains.  
One trench (Trench 1), measuring 10 m by 1 m, was hand excavated to              
examine the main bank structure potentially representing a massive wall          
construction. It revealed evidence for a probable collapsed inner wall face. A            
further ten smaller trenches, each measuring 1m by 1m, were excavated to            
target key research questions. Overall the excavation revealed three phases          
of activity at the site, the first comprising the remains of what appears to be a                
circular monumental structure, likely to date to the late first millennia BC and             
/ or early first millennia AD. The second a possible Medieval settlement as             
evident through a clay bonded stone wall and small assemblage of probable            
Medieval Pottery. The third being evidence of an 18th or late 19th century             
farmstead, during the construction of which the prehistoric enclosure had          
been remodelled.  
It is recommended that a further phase of archaeological investigation could           

be undertaken to clarify both the structure and its immediate surroundings,           

which then should be followed by post-excavation analysis, publication and          

archiving on the overall results of excavation in Cambusbeg West. 

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK: To be determined by Callander’s Landscape and Callander Heritage Society 

CAPTION(S) FOR ILLUSTRS: n/a 

SPONSOR OR FUNDING BODY: Callander’s Landscape  with the support of National Heritage Lottery Fund and 

Historic Environment Scotland 

ADDRESS OF MAIN 
CONTRIBUTOR: 

 

EMAIL ADDRESS: gavin.macgregor@northlightheritage.org & 

dsneddon@clydearchaeology.co.uk 

ARCHIVE LOCATION 
(intended/deposited) 

HES (intended)  
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